I then connect the brown (Port 1 in) to the SH out (Tx/A+) which, according to the manual, is the Gray wire. I then set the port to standard, restarted and turned.

The plotter is a Garmin 70dv and the VHF is a Standard Horizon GX1200. I believe this is The HDS 10 uses NMEA 0183 via the COM 1 port per the manual. Standard Horizon GX1200 VHF Radio - new in 2014 DataMarine Link 5000 Manual diaphragm type bilge pump mounted in cockpit. Bronze ball valves on all.. Standard horizon replacement vhf mic f gx1200b gx1600b gx1700b mfg cb5546002


manufacturer's ingenuity in design or to conflict with standard marine construction 5.18 Marine VHS Radio Standard Horizon GX 1200 with antenna manual for the vessel, trailer, engine and/or jet propulsion unit